AREAS OF GLP RECOGNITION

University of Guelph
LABORATORY SERVICES DIVISION
95 Stone Road West P.O. Box 3650
Guelph, ON
N1G 2Z4

Recognized Facility No. 584
(Complies with requirements of OECD Principles of Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) 1998)

CONTACT: Elizabeth (Liz) King
TEL: (519) 823-1268 ext 57258
FAX: (519) 767-6240
EMAIL: kinge@uoguelph.ca
URL: http://www.guelphlabservices.com

CLIENTS SERVED: All interested parties

PROGRAM SPECIALTY AREA: Good Laboratory Practice

FIELDS OF COMPLIANCE: Pesticides

TYPE OF FACILITY: Test Facility, Test Site

SCOPE ISSUED ON: 2018-08-02

ACCREDITATION VALID TO: 2020-07-25

COMPLIANCE DATE: 2002-07-25

OTHER SCOPE(S)
The laboratory has a separately issued testing scope that can be viewed at http://palcan.scc.ca/SpecsSearch/GLSearchForm.do.

Simply type in the laboratory name to access the scope.

**OECD PRINCIPLES OF GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE**

*Areas of Expertise:*

1. Analytical testing (product preliminary analysis, residue and/or environmental)

---

Elias Rafoul, Vice President
Accreditation Services

Date: 2018-08-02
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